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3 Practical Ways to Rejuvenate 
Through Mindfulness 
Christine Dutton, P.H.R., Wellness Manager, Mediterranean Living

We are always so busy! Being busy is one of the most common explanations people give 
for not practicing mindfulness. But mindfulness strategies don’t have to take much time! And 
once put into practice, you will see how less intense your “busy life” feels!

Here are 3 practical and easy mindfulness strategies that you can do almost anytime, 
anyplace. Whether you are stressed after an intense meeting at work, feel crazy because you 
just drove your kids to a million different places, or are exhausted after taking care of your 
elderly parents---- these strategies will help you quiet your mind, relax and rejuvenate. 

1. Practice Pema Chodron’s Three Conscious Breaths
Pema Chodron’s Three Conscious Breaths exercise is a convenient and easy way to be in 
the present. Also known as a pause practice, this exercise will allow you to relax and calm, 
yet at the same time, feel more alive in yourself and connected to your own experience and 
the world around you. Here is a link to an article from Lion’s Roar about practicing three 
conscious breaths. 

http://www.lionsroar.com/waking-up-to-your-world/



2. Take A Mindfulness Walk
Mindfulness walks are great anytime! If you have a good place to walk at work, take time to 
go on a walk. Taking just a 10-minute walking break can actually help you to increase your 
productivity. If you are pressed for time, perhaps you can enjoy a shorter lunch so you can 
squeeze in a bit of time for a walk. A walk is also helpful for unwinding at the end of the day. 
We think you’ll enjoy this article by National Institutes of Health about all of the health benefits 
of walking. 

http://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/health-topics/weight-control/walking-step-right-
direction/Pages/walking-step-right-direction.aspx

And research shows that spending time in nature will improve your level of happiness and 
reduce stress. So take that walk outside! Check out Alexa Cortese’s excellent piece at 
Huffington Post on the 7 Benefits of Spending Time in nature. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alexa-cortese/nature-health_b_5406030.html

3. Let Music Be Your Mindfulness Muse
Listening to music is a fantastic way to improve your mood. Pick a style of music that matches 
your preferred mood for the moment. Perhaps you need to relax because you’re under a big 
deadline. Easy listening or classical might be just the ticket. If you need to get energized to 
get through a repetitive task at work or home, you’ll want to choose something a bit more 
upbeat. Doing cleaning or other household chores is much improved when combined with 
listening to your favorite music. We can always use more music in our lives! 

Perhaps you might enjoy MoodFuse to help you pick out music to match your mood. 

http://moodfuse.com

And remember: whatever mindfulness strategies you choose to integrate into your daily life, 
stay in the moment! Mindfulness is really them process of focusing your awareness on the 
present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting any feelings, thoughts, and 
bodily sensations you experience. 
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